CoEDL- UQ Showcase Program 2017
University of Queensland Art Museum

10:30am  Registration and Morning Tea Served

Welcome
Prof Nicholas Evans, CoEDL Director

Introduction
Prof Janet Wiles

11:00am  Florence Project
Peter Worthy & the Florence Project Team

12:00noon  Opie Project
Dr Scott Heath and the OPAL Project Team

1:00pm  Lunch - UQ Art Museum Foyer

2:00pm  Transcription Acceleration Project & Demonstrations
Benedict Foley & Dr Gautier Durantin

2:30pm  History Through the Lens of Language
Dr Felicity Meakins

3:30pm  Afternoon Tea - UQ Art Museum Foyer

4:00pm  Public Lecture - The Instruction of Imagination: The Nature and Evolution of Language as a Communication Technology
Dr Daniel Dor, Department of Communication, Tel Aviv University

5:00pm  Reception and Drinks